Internationalization Mini Grant Applicants  2011-12

1. “The Jazz Bridge Project” Cultural Exchange to Khabarovsk, Russia December 11-23, 2011
   Darrell Grant, Music Department

2. Funding Middle East Studies Center’s monthly “Lunch & Learn” series in Winter and Spring terms
   Elisheva Cohen, Middle East Studies Center

3. International Graduate Student Video Project: developing a video curriculum for an Oral Communication course for IELP students
   Gwen Tuason, Hilary Wang, Pilar Montejano, Intensive English Language Program

4. Developing an international relationship with National University of Laos and Souksavath College in Ventiane, Laos
   Yer Thao, Graduate School of Education

5. A cross-cultural examination of reactions to employee selection methods among overqualified applicants
   Berrin Erdogan/ Talya Bauer (SBA), Thu gia Hong/ Donald Truxillo (Psychology)

6. Summer session course to Cuba, comparing and contrasting redevelopment strategies between US model of historic preservation and community economic development and Cuba’s centrally planned economy
   Patricia Rumer, Urban Studies and Planning

7. Supporting the visit of Professor Olga Krupkova, University of Ostrava, Czech Republic, one of the top specialists in Variational Calculus
   Serge Preston, Department of Mathematics and Statistics

8. Curriculum development and implementation of course “Comparative urban planning”
   Yiping Fang, Urban Studies and Planning

9. “Music in Spain: Reaching Out” proposal in support on travel and research in Barcelona for faculty-led program
   Suzanne Savaria, Music Department

10. “Japanese composers in the post-Takemitsu era: researching contemporary Japanese composers, identifying works of international significance, and presenting them in American premiere performances with ensembles at PSU
    Ken Selden, Music Department

11. Increasing PSU’s presence in Northern German universities through outreach to scholars and students, focusing on multicultural education
    Deborah Peterson, Educational Leadership and Policy, GSE
12. Service-Learning in India: “Voyeuristic Adventures” or Meaningful Intercultural Exchanges
   Christine Cress, Postsecondary, Adult and Continuing Education, GSE

13. Global Aging and Health in Nicaragua: Building an International Research Collaboration
   Margaret Neal, Institute on Aging

14. Internationalizing Community Food Systems at PSU: inviting Dr. Belem Avendano of the
    Universidad Autonoma de Baja California
    Jack Corbett, Hatfield School of Government